PRODUCT BRIEF

InsightVM
Live Vulnerability Management &
Endpoint Analytics
Your network is expanding. Not only in the traditional sense, but with the ever increasing role of endpoints, devices, and the Internet
of Things. Each year you see the amount of data grow enormously, the threat of attacks become more sophisticated, and the challenges
of minimizing risk and optimizing operations more challenging. It can feel like a never-ending battle, yet we continue to fight to gain the
knowledge and visibility to see it all. Why? For answers and understanding.
Identifying, prioritizing, and managing vulnerabilities all the way through remediation is not only possible, it can be simple. Right now,
thousands of companies are using Rapid7 solutions to transform their asset and vulnerability data into answers that power their
security program.
Rapid7 InsightVM is the next evolution in vulnerability management. Inspired by our award-winning Nexpose product, it also leverages
the very latest in analytics and endpoint technology to provide constant intelligence to discover vulnerabilities, pinpoint their location,
prioritize them for your business, and confirm your exposure has been reduced.

“Thanks to the endpoint
agent, these dashboards
are the best view we
have of our security
posture across the
whole organization, and
remediation workflows
make it easy for IT to
incorporate remediation
into the rest of their work.”
- Sierra Vista Medical Center

Act at the Moment of Impact
InsightVM Live Monitoring and Adaptive Security gives your vulnerability management
program fresh data, granular risk scores, and knowledge of what attackers look for, so you
can act as change happens.
Live Monitoring of exposures: Gather fresh data and automatically assess for change and
exposures, reducing remediation to a matter of minutes with a live view into vulnerabilities
as they happen.
Lock down shifting endpoints: Benefit from Live Monitoring of endpoints, whether using
Adaptive Security or Rapid7 Agents, to keep track of remote workers and new devices. Pair
with Rapid7 InsightIDR to get a complete picture of the risks posed by your endpoints and
their users.
Implement secure configurations: Harden your systems based on industry best practices like
CIS and DISA STIG to start getting your network in shape.
Adapt to your changing environment: Using InsightVM Adaptive Security, automatically
detect and scan new devices as they enter your network and identify which devices have
critical vulnerabilities as soon as they’re released.
Scalability is key: Whether you’re a small startup or need to scan 1,000,000 IPs every day,
InsightVM’s cloud analytics and advanced discovery capabilities (including integration
with VMware and DHCP) make it easy to manage vulnerability management programs of
any size. Plus, our services team can set everything up for you, while you focus on what
matters: security.

Think Like an Attacker
Vulnerabilities are not all equal, and they shift based on unique aspects of your ever-changing
network. Knowing which vulnerability is most threatening requires fresh data and more than
a list of old scan alerts with CVSS scores. You need an ever-present action plan customized
to your business.
Advanced Exposure Analytics: InsightVM translates decades of attacker knowledge into
a proven analytics library. Fueled by fresh data, via agents or Adaptive Security, InsightVM
Exposure Analytics spots change as it happens and automatically prioritizes where to look,
so you act confidently and quickly.
Risk scores without the wait: CVSS doesn’t change—attackers do. And you can’t wait for
a CVSS score to take action. InsightVM is the only scanner that looks at exploit exposure,
malware availability, and age to prioritize vulnerabilities as an attacker would.
Close the vulnerability loop, confirm the fix was made: Integrate InsightVM with
Metasploit, the most widely used penetration testing framework in the world, for real-time
validation of which systems are exposed and which controls are working.
Innovative research for an innovative security program: Tap into Rapid7’s Project Sonar
to understand what external network doors you’re missing, and subscribe to our threat feeds
to quickly scan for and address dangerous new vulnerabilities.

Get the Score—From Compliance to Progress—with Liveboards
InsightVM transforms your exposure management data into detailed visualizations so you
can focus resources and easily share each action with security, IT, compliance, and the C-Suite.
Liveboards, not just dashboards: Unlike most dashboards, which are static and data-driven,
InsightVM Liveboards show in real-time if you are winning or losing, using live data and
accessible analytics so you can visualize, prioritize, assign, and fix your exposures.
Simplify compliance and report with ease: Show auditors how your environment has
changed over time, demonstrating how you’re compliant against PCI DSS, NERC CIP,
FISMA (USGCB/FDCC), HIPAA/ HITECH, Top 20 CSC, DISA STIGS, and CIS standards for risk,
vulnerability, and configuration management.
Tell your story and show progress: Easily build reports to communicate the overall
vulnerability management program to multiple audiences from IT and compliance to
the C-Suite.
A Platform that does more than just store your data: The Rapid7 Insight platform,
launched in 2015, brings together Rapid7’s library of vulnerability research knowledge
from Nexpose, exploit knowledge from Metasploit, global attacker behavior,
Internet-wide scanning data, and exposure analytics to provide answers from your
vulnerability management data. As the first vulnerability management provider that is
also a CVE numbering authority, Rapid7 understands your changing network and how
attackers think like no one else.

Make IT Your Best Friend and Boost Productivity
Manual remediation has failed. Sending stale alerts to IT and hoping things get done usually
leads to friction between teams and no improvement to security. InsightVM Remediation
Workflow converts vulnerability data into action, helping you integrate with the people,
teams, and technology that get the job done.
Plan, follow, execute, and track remediation: Show your team exactly what to fix and
why. Prioritize based on likelihood of use in an attack; so if you can only fix 10 things today,
you know you’re fixing the right things. Best of all, by integrating with their existing ticketing
solutions, IT teams can seamlessly fold remediation into their existing duties.
Play well with all your security tools: InsightVM is a data-rich resource that can amplify the
other solutions in your stack, from a SIEM and firewalls to a ticketing system. Only InsightVM
integrates with 50+ other leading technologies, such as McAfee ePO, ServiceNow, and
leading SIEM vendors; and with the InsightVM open API, your existing data can make your
other tools even more valuable.
Asset organization: Tag assets by location and ownership to easily see who owns what. Mark
the assets that matter most to your company as critical to automatically increase their risk
score and put them atop your remediation reports.
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